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IMPORTANT NOTICE:
THIS WHITEPAPER COVERS THE CURRENT AND fUTURE DEVELOPMENT Of DRONSCON
TOKEN IS TRON BLOCKCHAIN PLATfORM, AND THE TECHNOLOGIES WE ARE AIMING TO
INTRODUCE TO THE WORLD . THE WHITE COVERS THE ECOSYSTEM DRONSCOIN
IS
DEVELOPING TO PROVIDE STATE Of THE ART TECHNOLOGY SERVICES GLOBALLY.
THIS WHITEPAPER IS fOR INfORMATION PURPOSES ONLY AND IS NOT A STATEMENT Of
fUTURE INTENT. THERE ARE NO WARRANTIES OR REPRESENTATION AS TO THE
SUCCESSfUL DEVELOPMENT OR IMPLEMENTATION Of THE TECHNOLOGY OR THE
ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS OR SUITABILITY Of THE INfORMATION, SET OUT IN THIS
WHITEPAPER. ALL WARRANTIES IMPLIED BY LAW OR OTHERWISE IS DISCLAIMED. NO
PERSON IS ENTITLED TO RELY ON THE CONTENTS Of THIS WHITEPAPER AND ALL
LIABILITIES fOR ANY LOSS, DAMAGE Of WHATSOEVER KIND WHICH MAY ARISE fROM
ANY PERSON ACTING ON ANY INfORMATION AND OPINION CONTAINED IN THIS
WHITEPAPER OR ANY INfORMATION WHICH IS MADE AVAILABLE IN CONNECTION WITH
ANY fURTHER ENQUIRES RELATED TO THIS WHITEPAPER IS HEREBY DISCLAIMED .
THERE IS NO OBLIGATION TO AMEND, MODIfY OR UPDATE THIS WHITEPAPER OR TO
NOTIfY A READER If ANY MATTER STATED IN THIS WHITEPAPER CHANGES OR
SUBSEQUENTLY BECOMES INACCURATE.
DRONSCOIN ARE NOT INTENDED TO CONSTITUTE SECURITIES IN ANY JURISDICTION
IN ANY MANNER . THIS WHITEPAPER IS NOT INTENDED AND DOES NOT
CONSTITUTE A PROSPECTUS OR OffERING DOCUMENT, AND IS NOT AN OffER TO SELL,
NOR THE SOLICITATION Of AN OffER TO BUY AN INVESTMENT, A SECURITY,
COMMODITY, OR A SWAP ON EITHER A SECURITY OR COMMODITY. NEITHER THIS
WHITEPAPER, NOR THE fACT Of ITS PRESENTATION, CAN fORM THE BASIS Of, OR
bE RELIED UPON IN CONNECTION WITH, ANY CONTRACT OR PURCHASE DECISION.
AND

ANY AGREEMENT AS BETWEEN DRONSCOIN AND YOU AS A PURCHASER, AND IN RELATION TO
ANY SALE AND PURCHASE, Of DRONSCOIN (AS REfERRED TO IN THIS WHITEPAPER) IS TO BE
gOVERNED ONLY BY A SEPARATE DOCUMENT SETTING OUT THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS (THE
“TOC”) Of SUCH AGREEMENT. IN THE EVENT Of ANY INCONSISTENCIES BETWEEN THE TOC
AND THIS WHITEPAPER, THE fORMER SHALL PREVAIL.
NO REGULATORY AUTHORITY HAS EXAMINED OR APPROVED Of ANY Of THE
INfORMATION SET OUT IN THIS WHITEPAPER. NO SUCH ACTION HAS BEEN OR WILL BE
TAKEN UNDER THE LAWS, REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS OR RULES Of ANY
JURISDICTION. THE PUBLICATION, DISTRIBUTION OR DISSEMINATION Of THIS
WHITEPAPER DOES NOT IMPLY THAT THE APPLICABLE LAWS, REGULATORY

A White Paper on the Future
Opportunities of Dronscoin
Technology
Flying car
A flying car or roadable aircraft is a type of vehicle which can function as both a personal
car and an aircraft. As used here, this includes vehicles which drive as motorcycles when
on the road. The term "flying car" is also sometimes used to include hovercars.
Many prototypes have been built since the early 20th century, using a varietyof flight
technologies. Most have been designed to take off and land conventionally using a runway,
although VTOL projects are increasing.
None has yet been built in more than a handful of numbers.
Their appearance is often predicted by futurologists, and many concept designs have been
promoted. But their failure to become a practical realityhas led to the catchphrase "Where's
my flying car?", as a paradigm for the failure of predicted technologies to appear.
Flying cars are also a popular theme in fantasy and science fiction stories.

Design
A flying car must be capable of safe and reliable operation both on public roads and inthe
air. For mass adoption, it will also need to be environmentally friendly, able to fly without a
fully qualified pilot at the controls, and come at affordable purchase and running costs.
Design configurations vary widely, from modified road vehicles such as the AVE Mizar at
one extreme to modified aircraft such as the Plane Driven PD-1 at the other.Most are
dedicated flying car designs.

Lift
Like other aircraft, lift in flight is provided by a fixed wing, spinning rotor ordirect
powered lift. The powered helicopter rotor and direct lift both
offer VTOL capability, while the fixed wing and autogyro rotor take off conventionallyfrom a
runway.
The simplest and earliest approach was to take a driveable car and attach removableflying
surfaces and propeller. However when on the road, such a design must either

tow its removable parts on a separate trailer or leave them behind and drive back tothem
before taking off again.
Other conventional takeoff fixed-wing designs, such as the Terrafugia Transition,
include folding wings that the car carries with it when driven on the road.

Vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) is attractive, as it avoids the need for a runway and
greatly increases operational flexibility. Typical designs include rotorcraft and ducted fan
powered lift configurations.[53] Most design concepts have inherent problems.
Rotorcraft include helicopters with powered rotors and autogyros with free-spinning
rotors. For road use, a rotor must, like many naval helicopters, be either two-bladed or
foldable. The quadcopter requires only a simple control system with no tail. The autogyro
relies on a separate thrust system to build up airspeed, spin the rotor and generate lift.
However, some autogyros have rotors that can be spun up on the ground and then
disengaged, allowing the aircraft to jump-start vertically. The PAL-V Liberty isan example of
the autogyro type.
Ducted-fan aircraft such as the Moller Skycar tend to easily lose stability and have beenunable
to travel at greater than 30–40 knots.[54]

Power
The flying car places unique demands on the vehicle power train. For a given all-up weight,
an aero engine must deliver higher power than its typical road equivalent. However on the
road the vehicle must handle well and not be overpowered. Power mustalso be diverted
between the airborne and road drive mechanisms. Some designs therefore have multiple
engines, with the road engine being supplemented, or even replaced by, additional flight
engines.
As with other vehicles, power has traditionally been supplied by internal combustion
engines, but electric power is undergoing rapid development. It is coming into increasing
use on road vehicles, but the weight of the batteries currently makes it unsuited to aircraft.
However its low environmental signature makes it attractive, andit is expected to prove
viable in the near future, at least for the short trips and dense urban environments
envisaged for the flying car.
On the road, most flying cars drive the road wheels in the conventional way. A few use the
aircraft propeller in similar manner to an airboat, but this is inefficient.
In the air, a flying car will typically obtain forward thrust from one or more propellers or
ducted fans. A few have a powered helicopter rotor. Jet engines are not used due to the
ground hazard posed by the hot, high-velocity exhaust stream.

Safety
In order to operate safely, a flying car must be certified independently as both a road
vehicle and an aircraft, by the respective authorities. The person controlling the vehicle
must also be licensed as both driver and pilot, and the vehicle maintained according to
both regimes.
Mechanically, the requirements of powered flight are so challenging that every opportunity
must be taken to keep weight to a minimum. A typical airframe is therefore lightweight and
easily damaged. On the other hand, a road vehicle must be able to withstand significant
impact loads from casual incidents while stationary, as well as low-speed and high-speed
impacts, and the high strength this demands can add considerable weight. A practical
flying car must be both strong enough to pass road
safety standards and light enough to fly. Any propeller or rotor blade also creates a
hazard to passers-by when on the ground, especially if it is spinning; they must be
permanently shrouded, or folded away on landing.
For widespread adoption, as envisaged in the near future, it will not be practicable for every
driver to qualify as a pilot and the rigorous maintenance currently demanded for aircraft
will be uneconomic. Flying cars will have to become largely autonomous and highly reliable.
The density of traffic will require automated routing and collision-

avoidance systems. To manage the inevitable periodic failures and emergency landings,
there will need to be sufficient designated landing sites across built-up areas. In
addition, poor weather conditions could make the craft unsafe to fly.[55]
Regulatory regimes are being developed in anticipation of a large increase in the
numbers of autonomous flying cars and personal air vehicles in the near future, and
compliance with these regimes will be necessary for safe flight.

Control
A basic flying car requires the person at the controls to be both a qualified road driver and
aircraft pilot. This is impractical for the majority of people and so wider adoption will
require computer systems to de-skill piloting. These skills include aircraft manoeuvring,
navigation and emergency procedures, all in potentially crowded airspace. The onboard
control system will also need to interact with other systems such as air traffic control and
collision-risk monitoring. A practical flying car may need to becapable of full autonomy, in
which people are present only as passengers.

Environment
A flying car capable of widespread use must operate acceptably within a heavily populated
urban environment. The lift and propulsion systems must be quiet enoughnot to cause a
nuisance, and must not create excessive pollution. For example, pollution emissions
standards for road vehicles must be met.
The clear environmental benefits of electric power are a strong incentive for itsdevelopment.

Cost
The needs for the propulsion system to be both small and powerful, the vehicle structure
both light and strong, and the control systems fully integrated and autonomous, can only
be met at present, if at all, using advanced and expensivetechnologies. This may prove a
significant barrier to widespread adoption.
Flying cars are used for relatively short distances at high frequency. They travel at lower
speeds and altitudes than conventional passenger aircraft. However optimal fuel efficiency
for aeroplanes is obtained at higher speeds and altitudes, so a flying car's energy efficiency
will be lower than that of a conventional aircraft. [57] Similarly, the flying car's road
performance is compromised by the requirements of flight and the need to carry around
the various extra parts, so it is also less economical than a conventional motor car.

Industry groups
In April 2012, the International Flying Car Association was established to be the "central
resource center for information and communication between the flying car industry,
news networks, governments, and those seeking further information
worldwide".[58] Because flying cars need practical regulations that are mostly dealt withon
a regional level, several regional associations were established as well, with
the European Flying Car Association (EFCA) representing these national memberassociations on
a pan-European level (51 independent countries, including
the European Union Member States, the Accession Candidates and Russia, Switzerland,
Turkey, Ukraine).[59] The associations are also organizing racing competitions for roadable
aircraft in Europe, the European Roadable Aircraft Prix (ERAP), mainly to increase
awareness about this type of aircraft among a broader audience.

The Worldwide Market for Flying Cars is
Predicted toReach $320 Billion by 2030
DUBLIN, May 21, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- The "Global and China Flying Car
Industry Report, 2020-2026" report has been added
to ResearchAndMarkets.com's offering.
This report analyses eVTOL ((Electric Vertical Takeoff and Landing) from the
perspective of status quo, trends, business models, financing, the layout of
major players, and product solutions. Morgan Stanley predicts that the
flying car market will reach $320 billion by 2030.
Compared with traditional cars and aircrafts, eVTOL has gradually
materialized, featuring zero emission, low cost, point-to-point low-altitude
flight (short mobility time without geographical restrictions), vertical takeoff and landing, land and aerial applications. For example, EHang 216 with
multi-rotor electric vertical take-off and landing is used as an ambulance in
the coronavirus crisis.
Investors favor urban air mobility (UAM). The total financing of the three
unicorns exceeds $1.5 billion
By 2030, 60% of the population will migrate into cities, which may pose
enormous pressure on urban ground transportation. By then, the demand
for urban aerial short-distance mobility will increase significantly.
Flying cars have been favored by many investors due to the broad
application prospects. Larry Page, cofounder and CEO of Alphabet, Google's
parent company, was among the first to recognize their potentials,
personally funding three companies, Zee Aero, Opener and Kitty Hawk.
Particularly, Sebastian Thrun, Google's self-driving team founder turned
CEO of flying vehicle startup Kitty Hawk. This indicates the trend of the
mobility market: the future transportation may develop in the sky.
Among the three flying car unicorns, Joby Aviation is from the United States,
Volocopter and Lilium are from Germany. Joby Aviation has raised the
overwhelming USD820 million. Volocopter has announced the signing of
their Series D funding round, and its investors include Geely, Daimler, Geely,
Daimler, DB Schenker, Intel Capital, etc.

Currently, 5 flying car models have been mass-produced. Electrification andautonomous driving
are the mainstream
American companies (accounting for nearly 50%) are the most enthusiasticabout
developing flying cars, followed by Chinese companies. Many companies aim to materialize
flying cars around 2025. Five flying car projects have seen mass production, and 38% have
realized automation.
Automotive technology and aviation technology are merging with each other. Benefiting
from the development of automotive electrification, flyingcars have a progress in
endurance. For example, Airbus Vahana eVTOL has arange of up to 50 kilometers, which
basically enables urban short-distance mobility.
Amid many participants, Geely, Xpeng, Hyundai and other OEMs havedeployed the
market
Currently, traditional airlines such as Boeing, Airbus, Bell, etc. have embarked on flying
car projects. Technology companies follow suit. For example, Uber has established Uber
Elevate to develop flying taxis with 9 partners including Embraer, Aurora Flight Sciences,
Jaunt Air Mobility, etc.
The CEO of the OEM Xpeng recently stated that it will build flying cars in 2021. Geely
completed its acquisition of the US flying-car startup Terrafugia,and invested in Volocopter,
a German electric flying taxi R&D company, demonstrating its ambition to deploy UAM.
Recently, Transition (TF-1), a subsidiary of Geely, obtained the world's first special
airworthiness certificate from the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), USA.
The United States, Germany, China, South Korea, Japan and many other countries have paid
attention to the concept of flying cars, and many of them have formulated UAM
development plans. Affected by favorable policies, insufficient urban road traffic space,
autonomous driving and thedevelopment of 5G communication technology, flying cars are
expected to become an important way of smart mobility in the future.
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Global and China Flying Car Industry
Report, 2020-2026
Flying Car Research: The prospect is promising. Creator of Google selfdriving cars turns to track of flying cars. ResearchInChina released Global
and China Flying Car Industry Report, 2020-2026, analyzing eVTOL ((Electric
Vertical Takeoff and Landing) from the perspective ofstatus quo, trends,
business models, financing, the layout of major players, and product
solutions.
...
New York, April 15, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Reportlinker.com announces
the release of the report "Global and China Flying Car Industry Report, 20202026" - https://www.reportlinker.com/p06061662/?utm_source=GNW

Compared with traditional cars and aircrafts, eVTOL has gradually
materialized, featuring zero emission, low cost, point-to-point low-altitude
flight (short mobility time without geographical restrictions), vertical takeoff and landing, land and aerial applications. For example, EHang 216 with
multi-rotor electric vertical take-off and landing is used as an ambulance in
the coronavirus crisis.
Investors favor urban air mobility (UAM). The total financing of the three
unicorns exceeds USD1.5 billion
By 2030, 60% of the population will migrate into cities, which may pose
enormous pressure on urban ground transportation. By then, the demand
for urban aerial short-distance mobility will increase significantly. Morgan
Stanley predicts that the flying car market will reach USD320 billion by 2030.
Flying cars have been favored by many investors due to the broad
application prospects. Larry Page, cofounder and CEO of Alphabet, Google’s
parent company, was among the first to recognize their potentials,
personally funding three companies, Zee Aero, Opener and Kitty Hawk.
Particularly, Sebastian Thrun, Google’s self-driving team founder turned
CEO of flying vehicle startup Kitty Hawk. This indicates the trend of the
mobility market: the future transportation may develop in the sky.
Among the three flying car unicorns, Joby Aviation is from the United States,
Volocopter and Lilium are from Germany. Joby Aviation has raised the
overwhelming USD820 million. Volocopter has announced the signing of
their Series D funding round, and its investors include Geely, Daimler, Geely,
Daimler, DB Schenker, Intel Capital, etc.

Currently, 5 flying car models have been mass-produced.
Electrification and autonomous driving are the mainstream
American companies (accounting for nearly 50%) are the most
enthusiastic about developing flying cars, followed by Chinese
companies. Many companies aim to materialize flying cars
around 2025. Five flying car projects have seen mass production,
and 38% have realized automation.
Automotive technology and aviation technology are merging with
each other. Benefiting from the development of automotive
electrification, flying cars have a progress in endurance. For
example, Airbus Vahana eVTOL has a range of up to 50
kilometers, which basically enables urban short-distance
mobility.
Amid many participants, Geely, Xpeng, Hyundai and other
OEMs have deployed the market
Currently, traditional airlines such as Boeing, Airbus, Bell, etc.
have embarked on flying car projects. Technology companies
follow suit. For example, Uber has established Uber Elevate to
develop flying taxis with 9 partners including Embraer, Aurora
Flight Sciences, Jaunt Air Mobility, etc.
The CEO of the OEM Xpeng recently stated that it will build flying
cars in 2021. Geely completed its acquisition of the US flying-car
startup Terrafugia, and invested in Volocopter, a German electric
flying taxi R&D company, demonstrating its ambition to deploy
UAM. Recently, Transition (TF-1), a subsidiary of Geely, obtained
the world’s first special airworthiness certificate from the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), USA.
The United States, Germany, China, South Korea, Japan and
many other countries have paid attention to the concept of
flying cars, and many of them have formulated UAM
development plans. Affected by favorable
policies, insufficient urban road traffic space, autonomous driving
and the development of 5G communication technology, flying cars
are expected to become an important way of smart mobility in the
future.

Global Opportunity Analysis and
Industry Forecast, 2025–2035
Flying Car Market by Mode of Operation (Piloted and Autonomous),
End Use (Commercial & Professional Commute and Personal
Commute), and Seating Capacity (One, Two, Four, and More Than Six):
Global Opportunity Analysis and Industry Forecast, 2025–2035
Flying Car Market Statistics 2035 The global flying car market is expected to be valued at $215.54 million in 2025,
and is projected to reach $3,804.18 million by 2035, registering a CAGR of 34.1%.
Europe is expected to be the highest contributor with $77.98 million in 2025, and
is estimated to reach $1,618.68 million by 2035, with a CAGR of 37.8%.
Flying car is the new era of urban mobility solution type that operates on road
as well as air, as per the requirements. Majority of the future flying car
solutions are expected to be equipped with vertical takeoff and landing
systems to avoid long run way requirements to take off, as well as it can be
mold with urban infrastructural structure. Policy makers need to introduce
regulations and rules to comply the changing need for urban commute solution
that involves both, aviation as well as road transportation policies. Flying car
have a wide range of applications, including passenger commute, commercial
transport such as air taxi, and professional transport such as police, medical
service front. In the upcoming era, infrastructural development is expected to
be more critical than the product development.

Factors such as changing urban mobility outlook and increasing investment by
the market players are expected to drive the growth of the flying car market.
However, high development cost of the flying cars and implementation of
stringent regulations for aviation license restrain the market growth. On the
contrary, increase in agreements & contracts and high untapped potential in
Asia-Pacific are projected to offer lucrative growth opportunities for the market
players.
The global flying cars market is segmented into mode of operation, end use,
seating capacity, and region. By mode of operation, the market is divided into
piloted and autonomous. Depending on end use, it is bifurcated into
commercial & professional commute and personal commute. On the basis of
seating capacity, it is segregated into one, two, four, and more than six. Regionwise, the market is analyzed across North America, Europe, Asia-Pacific, and
LAMEA.

Key players operating in the global flying car market include AeroMobil, Airbus
S.A.S., Hyundai Motor Company, Klein Vision s. r. o., Lilium, PAL-V N.V., Samson
Motors, Inc., Terrafugia, The Boeing Company, and Volocopter GmbH.

Flying Car Market
By Mode of operation
Autonomous segment is projected as the most lucrative segments
Changing urban mobility outlook
In the recent years, urban mobility is shifting toward digital, high-end
technologies along with green mobility initiatives to develop sustainable and
resilient transportation system. Moreover, rapid urbanization is demanding for
alternative transportation solutions to overcome modern urban transportation
issues such as traffic congestion and increased air pollution. This has
encouraged companies operating in the mobility sector to focus on developing
electric or hybrid propelled transportation medium that can be operated on
road as well as an air mobility solution. Moreover, the problem of traffic
congestion across the globe has increased to a larger extent with rise in
number of automotive fleet operating on the road. Traffic congestion leads to
severe impact on the environment by increasing the carbon footprint. Flying
cars, which are being developed across the globe at personal as well as
commercial front, are operable within the city. Thus, increase in road traffic
congestion and rise in need for alternative transportation solution across the
globe have led to increase in demand for flying cars.
Flying Car Market
By End Use
Personal Commute segment is projected as the most lucrative segments
Stringent regulations for aviation license
Stringent regulations already exist for attaining the aviation license, which is
required to ensure the safety of the passengers while on a flying car. Various
aircraft pilots have a flying record, which is helpful to ensure the safety of the
passengers. Thus, with the introduction of flying cars across the globe, the
need for trained and experienced flying car drivers is expected to increase,
thereby affecting the flying car demand in the initial phase. In addition, with
the absence of no or less skilled flying car operators, the safety of passenger
and flying car itself can be affected, which the flying car owner as well as
government could not bear. Thus, implementation of stringent regulations for
aviation license is expected to restrain the growth of the flying cars market
during the forecast period.

Flying Car Market
By Seating Capacity
Four segment is projected as the most lucrative segments
Entering into agreements
and contracts
for long-term
business
opportunities
Commercial service providers of air passenger commute solutions, the ultrarich population, and business executives are expected to create a demand for
flying cars solutions, owing to increase in traffic congestion situations and
changes in urban commute requirements. Moreover, flying cars in the initial
phase are made to order product lines, which are mostly built in less units
along with signed contracts and agreements. The commencement of the flying
cars solution is expected to be carried out through contracts and agreements
between end users and developers of flying cars. These contracts mention a set
of requirements that must be met in a certain timeframe. These contracts and
agreements are associated with long-term business opportunities with end
users. Market participants need to focus on winning the contracts and
agreements to gain a competitive advantage in the global market.
Flying Car Market
By Region
2035
Europe
North America
Asia-pacific
Lamea

Europe would exhibit the highest CAGR of 37.8% during 2026-2035.
Key Benefits For Stakeholders
•

•
•
•
•

This study presents the analytical depiction of the global flying car market
analysis along with the current trends and future estimations to depict
imminent investment pockets.
The overall flying car market opportunity is determined by understanding
profitable trends to gain a stronger foothold.
The report presents information related to key drivers, restraints, and
opportunities of the market with a detailed impact analysis.
The current market is quantitatively analyzed from 2025 to 2035 to
benchmark the financial competency.
Porter’s five forces analysis illustrates the potency of the buyers and
suppliers in the industry.

Key Market Segments
By Mode of Operation
•
•

Piloted
Autonomous

By End Use
•
•

Commercial & Professional Commute
Personal Commute

By Seating Capacity
•
•
•
•

One
Two
Four
More than six

By Region
•

•

•

•

North America
o U.S.
o Canada
o Mexico
Europe
o UK
o Germany
o France
o Spain
o Rest of Europe
Asia-Pacific
o China
o Japan
o India
o South Korea
o Rest of Asia Pacific
LATAM
o Latin America
o Middle East
o Africa

Key Players
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AeroMobil
Airbus S.A.S.
Hyundai Motor Company
Klein Vision s. r. o.
Lilium
PAL-V N.V.
Samson Motors, Inc.

Ola announces electric flying car
AirPro,but there's a catch

New-age materials were used to create the car, including carbon fibre and
titanium, all sustai nably sourced from F1 cars in Germany,

considering Ola's track record, one should have expected it. The Ola
founder, in a video shared on Twitter, announced the Ola AirPro. While it
sounds like two MacBooks were mashed together, the company promised
the one thing that everyone's looking forward -- flying cars.
Ola took it a step forward and created a website too, complete with
details of the flying car.

The employees worked 24X7 towards the goal. Ola founder said that they
have always wanted to revolutionise urban mobility forever and that they
have finally done it now. He then introduces the "world's first and only fully
autonomous electric flying car -- Ola AirPro".
Ola AirPro can vertically land and take off anytime, anywhere, stated the
company. New-age materials were used to create the car, including carbon
fibre and titanium, all sustainably sourced from F1 cars in Germany, fighter
jets from the US
The battery, they said, "needs to be charged just once and it powers itself
while it runs!" Together with the urban planning experts, the government
and the "AirPolice" they built a network of "foldable landing pads". The
terrace parking network is called the OlaHive, they said.
The flying car is safe, swerving out of the way of birds, planes, other Ola
AirPros and even Superman. Also, you do not need any licence to fly the car!
While some seemed to believe "Superb, can I open the windows while up
there? I'd love some fresh air
The Ola AirPro does have excellent "ground clearance" but nothing can beat
the #MahindraThar in off-road adventures!"
Ola added that interested people can book their maiden test flight on
olaairpro.com.

Top 10 payment processing companies
in the world
With hundreds of services to choose from, how do you choose the
payment processing company that's best for your business and your
customer's experience? s top choices to help you find the right fit.

1. PayPal
For merchants who are looking for a low-volume payment processor, PayPal
has proven to be a solid choice since it debuted in 1998. On top of having
budget-friendly prices, PayPal operates in more than 200 countries and in
26 currencies and allows users to integrate PayPal checkout on their
websites, process payments through a browser, app or reader and extend
credit to customers.

2. Due
Due offers an end-to-end service that encompasses the entire billing and
payment process for freelancers, small business owners and companies.
Besides offering time tracking, project management and customized online
invoicing options, the company recognizes that your business may cross the
globe.
The invoicing and payment processing features include more than 100
languages, currencies and tax systems, as well as international credit card
processing.

3. Stripe
There isn’t such a thing as a “one-size-fits-all” payment processor for online
retailers. However, Stripe gets awfully close, thanks to being a customizable
payment solution.
Stripe was designed for developers who can then tinker with the company’s
APIs to create the product that best suits their needs. Stripe allows you to
accept credit card, debit card and bitcoin payments from more than 130
different currencies. There’s also flexible billing and a modest 2.9 percent +
30¢ per successful card charge.

4. Flagship Merchant Services
If your site gets a high volume of credit card transactions, then Flagship
Merchant Services is arguably your best option. As an all-in-one credit

processor, the company offers low, flexible rates for businesses on a
monthly basis, as opposed to signing a long contract.
Processing options include in-person, online and mobile credit card
processing. Flagship also is known for its outstanding customer service and
easy application process.

5. Payline Data
Payline Data is one of the most well-reviewed payment processors currently
available. Besides giving merchants the chance to accept payments instore, online and through a mobile app, Payline Data provides cash
advances for merchants, customer insights, QuickBooks integration and an
interchange-plus pricing structure that comes without a cancellation fee.
There’s also top-notch customer service whenever you need assistance.

6. Square
Square gives you the power to accept payments wherever you are, thanks to
innovative products like its magstripe reader, contactless + chip reader and
stand that converts your mobile device into a one-of-a-kind payment
processor.
Square is also customizable, which means that it has solutions for a wide
range of businesses, including everything from restaurants to beauty
professionals to transportation companies to professional services.

7. Adyen
Founded in 2006, Adyen is a global multichannel payment company based
out of Amsterdam. The company allows users to accept and transfer money
electronically in real time online, via mobile or in person.
Since this platform connects with some 250 payment methods in North
America, Latin America, Europe and Asia, it’s one of the leading processors
for anyone involved in global commerce.

8. BitPay
BitPay, which was founded in 2011, is one of the largest bitcoin payment
providers in the world. In fact, the company is responsible for more than $1
million in transactions every day.
BitPay gives users the opportunity to convert bitcoin payments into their
choice of nine currencies in 38 countries instantly to avoid volatility. The

company also has partnered with PayPal and Merchant Acquirers such as
Global Payments and Alternet Systems.

9. GoCardless
GoCardless is headquartered in the UK and is an online direct debit provider.
With GoCardless, users can not only accept payments through an easy setup,
but they can also automate payments, track the status of a payment and
integrate the service into their site with their REST API.
Best of all? GoCardless is cheaper than PayPal, with 1 percent capped at £2.

10. Cayan
Originally known as Merchant Warehouse, Cayan rebranded in 2015 to focus
on features like online payments and point-of-sale purchases, as well as
giving developers the chance to access NFC (near-field communication) and
EMV (chip technology) payments through a flexible API (application
programming interface).
The Boston-based payment processing company offers both tiered and
interchange-plus pricing at a competitive rate and has a low monthly fee of
$4.95.

COMING on june 2024 ( when start commercial booking for dron cab )
DRONSPAY
The CRYPTO -based payment processing company offers best way to book
your dream fly cab with zero processing fee .

Dronscoin is enterance to new edge payment gateway technology
we
are
committed to offer the best to the dronscoin asset holder (ultimate crypto for
avation ) at the catching eye to the world wide large group of industries it new kind
of transportion which is very much need todays
world.You
can
comply
transportion revolution and dronscoin is key part of it

Dronscoin (BEP20)
Verifying Elliptic Curve Digital Signature with BINANACE Smart Contract

The Ultimate Guide To BEP-20 Tokens & Their Creation
Tokens are an integral part of the cryptocurrency industry. They are a kind of smart contract that
can be sent, received, and represent digital assets with a value
Tokens being smart contracts do not have issues like downtime, fraud, censorship, or third-party
interference. These contracts run as per their programming without any hindrances. These tokens
are based on an underlying blockchain that provides the value, moves it around, and has the
ownership of the tokens.
BEP-20 tokens are one of the few that have recently taken the market by storm after it was
launched.
In this article, we will talk about the BEP-20 token in detail and understand how it differs from the
other tokens in the market.
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What are BEP-20 Tokens?
BEP-20 is an extension of ERC-20, the most popular token standard on the Ethereum Blockchain.
Similarly, BEP-20 is the token standard on the smart chain of the Binance platform and was produced
as a technical specification.
The primary motto behind launching this token was to facilitate the developers in developing similar
tokens. These tokens can represent a company’s shares, the amount stored in a bank account, and
anything of similar nature.
The transactions done and included by the validators on BSC are incentivized and facilitated by BNB.

How to Create Similar Tokens on The Binance
Smart Chain?
Creating tokens similar to BEP-20 on the Binance smart chain is fairly simple.
The basic functionalities of the tokens can be measured by the standards of BEP-20. The basic

functionalities will include –
•
•
•
•

Transfers
Balance returns
Token ownership view
Others.

•

Install the application – these are decentralized applications or DApps. Some of the popular
applications that allow you to create BSC tokens are MetaMask and Trustwallet.
You must have some BNB in your wallet to pay for the deployment of the contract.
You have to enter the details of the token you want to create – you need to mention a token name
and a unique symbol.
Then, deploy the token- it will be ready for use!
You can create specific tokens like capped tokens, mintable tokens, and also burnable ones.

There are multiple apps and sites used for this purpose. However, the process is similar for all:

•
•
•
•

Here are the details about the tokens that you
can create –
Owner of the Token: Every token you create will have an owner who has the authority to mint new
tokens and stop minting further tokens.
Capped BEP-20 Tokens: Before minting tokens, you must specify a limit or the maximum number of
tokens you want to mint (create). Once that number is reached, you won’t be able to mint more tokens.
Burnable BEP-20 Tokens: You can even destroy some of the tokens. These tokens can be burnt when
you need to reduce the number of tokens in the market.
Mintable BEP-20 Tokens: Mint the tokens which you want to generate- you can do so until the capped
token number is reached.
Black-listing of tokens: The tokens can be black-listed as well. This can happen when the tokens or
the site generating the tokens are found to be malicious.

Benefits of BEP-20 Tokens
Now let us see how creating your BEP-20 token can help –
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

It is a very flexible platform that allows the developers to use this token as the blueprint for
developing similar tokens.
This type of token can represent multiple aspects of finance and other industries. For instance, it
represents crypto assets and fiat currencies.
Other cryptocurrencies can be pegged on this token from multiple blockchains.
The token contract is made on the smart chain, which is another excellent aspect of these tokens.
The Binance smart chain’s validators, who transfer the BEP-20 tokens, gain the transaction fee in
BNB. This is similar to BEP-2 tokens on the Binance Chain.
The developers can make use of both the worlds – Binance Smart chain as well as Binance Chain.
While the former provides speed, the latter provides the platform for developing decentralized
applications without putting pressure on the Binance network.

With the Binance chain wallet extension, swapping the BEP-20 tokens with BEP-2
tokens becomes easy. This is known as cross-chain compatibility.

BEP-20 vs. ERC-20
BEP-20 and ERC-20 are compatible, and the former is an extension of the latter.
However, there are certain differences.
For example, the BEP-20 token standard is for the Binance Smart Chain, whereas the ERC-20 is the
token standard on the Ethereum chain.
While ERC-20 can be used as a blueprint for any token generated on the Ethereum blockchain, the
BEP-20 can only generate similar tokens like BEP-20 on the Binance smart chain.
Multiple wallets and sites support the minting of ERC-20, while only a handful of such sites allow
the minting of BEP-20.

An In-Depth Guide To The Binance Smart
Chain (BSC)
Smart Chain is the new rave in the crypto world, especially after Binance introduced their Binance
Smart Chain in 2020.These smart chains provide exceptional blockchain facilities in a constant
effort to make the DeFi ecosystem thrive and become more efficient.
Read on as we discuss the different aspects of the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) and how it functions.

What is the Binance Smart chain?
The Binance Smart Chain is developed as a parallel chain to the existing Binance Chain and is a smartcontract-enabled blockchain.
It was created to be compatible with the Ethereum Virtual Machine, to facilitate the developers to
easily use the decentralized applications built with the Ethereum blockchain and use them on the new
blockchain of Binance.
It also allows pegged-coins creation and cross-chain transfers. The tokens which can be pegged
include BTC, TRX, ETH, and others. These pegged coins act like the BEP-20 tokens on this smart chain,
similar to the ERC-20 token on the Ethereum smart chain.

Design principles of Binance Smart Chain
•

•
•

Compatibility with Ethereum: This smart chain is entirely compatible with Ethereum, the most
efficient and popular smart contract platform. BSC is created in a way that is compatible with the
mainnet of Ethereum. Since the decentralized apps are mostly built on the Ethereum platform, they
will also work on the BSC platform and the other ecosystem components, tooling, etc. In most
cases, there is no need for any changes to make them work on BSC.
Individual Blockchain: This blockchain is a stand-alone with no layer 2 solution. Thus, most of the
fundamental techniques of BSC need to be self-dependent and operable even without Binance
Chain.
Faster and more efficient: This new smart chain by Binance has a staking facility that facilitates
consensus and provides multiple options to the community governance. This, in turn, leads to
better performance in terms of a network and can also reduce the blocking time and increase the
number of transactions within the same duration.

•

Communication protocol: The two blockchains have native support for cross-chain
communications. A bi-directional, trust-less, and decentralized protocol for communication has
been set up for the BSC.

Objectives of BSC
•
•
•
•
•

Reduction in the time taken for block generation
Transactions are confirmed within a very short time limit
The Gas fee is used to collect the rewards for block generation and paid in BNB
BSC is made to incorporate most of the things running on Ethereum
With an advanced staking facility and network governance, it provides exceptional facilities

How does the Binance Smart Chain work?
The Binance Smart Chain has incorporated Proof of Staked Authority (PoSA), which helps the
blockchain create blocks in the blink of an eye.
The participants can stake BNB and become validators. The block they propose needs to be valid to
receive the transaction fees. These transaction fees are generated from the transactions inside the
proposed blockchain.
Since there is no inflation in BNB, there is no block subsidy as well in the form of newly minted BNB
or same. However, due to the daily coin burn conducted by the Binance team, the number of BNB is
decreasing over time.
To start with the Binance Smart Chain, you must have the wallets linked to the platform. The widelyused wallet is MetaMask. You can use this Ethereum wallet without difficulties, as it is super
compatible with the BSC interface.
Other reputable, trust-worthy options are listed below:
•
•
•
•
•

Trust wallet
Binance Chain Wallet
Math Wallet
TokenPocket
Safepal

BSC is made to target the DeFi space, with high flexibility to incorporate the decentralized
applications in the financial arena.
DeFi applications running on other platforms, especially Ethereum, are fully compatible with BSC.
This also helps the users be involved in yield farming, use proposals, votes, and exchange assets
easily.

Binance chain and Binance Smart Chain
The dual chain structure and the cross-chain communication is conducive in several ways –
•
•
•

The users can create any financial products or virtual assets and tokens on this platform
You can, manually or with automation, trade the items created on BSC in the Binance Chain
platform. The latter is a highly stable, fast, and user-friendly platform.
One can use a single tooling system and UI to operate both Binance Smart Chain and Binance Chain.

Binance Smart Chain Metrics
There are a total of six Binance Smart Chain Metrics, which are –
•

Average Gas Price: This metric is for understanding and observing the average gas price for
transactions happening on the BSC platform. The charges of the BSC platform are pretty low. For
instance, 1 gwei equals only 0.000000001 BNB. The average gas price on BSC is around 20 gwei. So,
if you send 10 BNB worth $300, the transaction cost would be $0.01, which is very reasonable.
• Daily Transactions: This is one of the most valuable metrics on BSC, which shows the number of
transactions that take place on the Binance Smart Chain on a particular day. This helps you
understand the network activity range. There is also a feature called BscScan, which helps you
find the day with the highest number of transactions.
• Validators: This is the primary metric that validates the blocks proposed to the platform by users.
The users get the transaction fees if the blocks are valid, keeping the platform operable. There is
a leaderboard option where you can see the top validators with the highest numbers of valid
blocks.
• Yield Farms: Yield farming, commonly known as liquidity mining, is the most common use of these
platforms. On Binance Smart Chain, you can generate yield by using certain platforms’ previous
holdings of digital assets. The metric includes the BscScan yield farming dashboard, which has all
the details related to the yield farming opportunities in the current market. You can get
information about how yield farming is done on specific websites.
• Unique Address Count: This metric is for finding out the network’s growth. It is to determine how
many unique users are active on the platform. However, there is a drawback. A single user can
have multiple unique addresses which he uses for mining, and then this metric won’t give you the
exact count.
• Token Tracker: This metric helps you monitor the top BEP-20 tokens by using the market
capitalization and trading volume daily. This will help you understand which tokens are highly
traded or have the highest cumulative value on this platform.
Conclusion
Binance Smart Chain is the new-age platform for all your decentralized finance applications that
run on Ethereum.
This platform is unique in itself, with multiple metrics that are highly useful and with the lowest
transaction fees. Binance Smart Chain, along with Binance Chain, is a dual chain platform which is
another rare thing to find in the crypto arena to date. Everything on this platform’s design
protocols for communications are highly efficient and effective.

The Beginner’s Guide To Altcoins: How,
What, Where and Why!
The world of crypto and crypto-based projects seem to be in constant flux. Ideas become trends, some
of which evolve into yet newer concepts. Many are still-born tech and never get the momentum
needed to get off the ground. However, there are a few concepts that evolve and stick- garnering
massive attention and popularity.
Altcoins and tokens are cryptocurrency terms created after Bitcoin’s development in 2009.
The first-ever altcoin was ‘Namecoin’ which was introduced to the world in 2011 for a short period
and was the only alternative to Bitcoin back then.
Soon after, several coins were introduced as alternatives to Bitcoin to provide improved security

and privacy and perhaps tackle the shortcomings of the king crypto through different approaches.
To date, many investors and crypto enthusiasts do not wholly understand the ideology behind this
concept- what they are and how they work.
Read on as Coinpedia brings you a detailed guide to understanding Altcoins and tokens. Let’s dive in.

What are Altcoins?
Altcoins are the cryptocurrencies that stand for “Alternative Coins”. Therefore, any coin other
than Bitcoin is referred to as altcoins.
In other words, the digits assets providing alternate solutions to the crypto industry are known as
altcoins.
Altcoins also work on Blockchain technology as Bitcoin. A blockchain is a decentralized, digital,
and distributed ledger that works as a secure database. The data, once stored here, is impossible to
tamper with.
Each altcoin is unique and better than its counterpart in transaction speed, processing fee, and
mining cost.
Some strong examples of altcoins can be Ethereum, Litecoin, Ripple, and many others.
Though the concept might be similar to Bitcoin, but these tokens do have their characteristics and
defining qualities. Altcoins are classified depending on their functions and mechanisms.

Types of Altcoins
Mining-Based
Altcoins are divided into two categories based on mining:
1. Proof-of-work altcoins: Proof-of-Work cryptocurrencies are created by solving challenging
mathematical problems.
2. Pre-mined altcoins: The Coins that aren’t created by an algorithm query are known as pre-mined
coins. They are frequently included in an initial coin offering and are distributed before being
listed on cryptocurrency exchanges.

Stablecoins
Stablecoins, as the name implies, are stable in nature. These coins reduce value volatility by tying
their value to a basket of goods like fiat currency, precious metals, or other cryptocurrencies.

Security Tokens
Security tokens are similar to traditional equities. They often provide holders equity in the form of
ownership or a dividend distribution. This type of ownership incentivizes investors to put their money
into it.

Utility Tokens
Within a network, utility tokens are utilized to deliver services. For example, they could be used to
buy services, pay network costs, or redeem prizes.

Memecoin
Meme coins are based on a joke or a witty imitation of popular cryptocurrencies. They usually gain
popularity in a short period of time, boosted further by renowned crypto influencers .

How do Altcoins Work?
Altcoins function in a similar way to Bitcoin. Whenever a request for a transaction on the
blockchain is made, a block is created.
A technique known as mining is used to process the transaction block.
Most mining-based cryptocurrencies use proof-of-Work (PoW) to connect to the Blockchain network.
For security verification, the block is sent across numerous nodes (miners). For the block to be
validated, miners must solve complicated mathematical calculations.
Miners are compensated in cryptocurrencies such as ETH, SOL, and others as “evidence” of the Proofof-Work accomplished. The transaction is performed while the authorized block is transmitted to
join the chain of blocks.
The goal of mining is to slow down coin generation and ensure that each transaction request is
processed safely and correctly.

Note: A private key is used to move money from one digital wallet to another, and a Blockchain serves
as a permanent record of the transaction that cannot be changed .

Difference between Altcoin and Bitcoin
Bitcoin and Altcoins differ in numerous aspects, even though they are very similar and operate
simultaneously.
Bitcoin takes 10 minutes to produce a coin. In contrast, altcoins like Litecoin can generate coins
every 2.5 minutes.
Proof-of-work — the technique used to construct crypto blocks — uses a lot of energy, is intensive and
limiting, and implementing and using Bitcoin is quite tricky.
On the other hand, some of the Altcoins have gone beyond this. Instead, they employ the proof-ofstake system to acquire a competitive advantage, which saves energy and shortens the time it takes to
validate a transaction. Furthermore, the smart contract possibilities of Bitcoin are severely limited.
Altcoins are improvised Bitcoin versions. The coins are usually created to address issues with the
Bitcoin architecture, such as mining costs, speed, and other aspects.
Altcoins were created to leverage Bitcoin’s success by tweaking the rules to appeal to various
users.
A famous Altcoin Ethereum, the second-largest cryptocurrency by market capitalization, for
example, pioneered the concept of “smart contracts.”
These smart contracts are computer programs that only operate when specific criteria are met. They
use blockchain technology to execute agreements between two parties, allowing for the
development of new crypto applications.
Altcoins offer unique features like governance, smart contracts, and interoperability.

How And Why Were Altcoins Created?
Bitcoin’s skyrocketing price and processing time to complete transactions made people look for an
alternative- limited circulation restricted to 21 Mn can be one of the reasons for this.
Most altcoins are built to compete with Bitcoin, claiming to provide superior privacy,
decentralization, or focusing on something that Bitcoin cannot.
There are nearly 10,000 altcoins presently. It is simple to create a coin due to how straightforward
and simple the process is.
The key attraction is that altcoins are typically far less expensive than Bitcoin and are appealing
because they “have more room to grow.”

Things to consider before buying Altcoin
1. Do some research.
It is the initial step for anyone interested in investing in altcoins. Take your time and learn everything
you can about the altcoin you’re considering.
2. Altcoin’s History
Every currency you intend to buy should have a proven track record. For example, one of the
reasons Ethereum is trusted is due to the reputation it has built through time based on its past.
History has always brought with it a sense of trustworthiness.
3. Uncertainty And Altcoins
Always keep in mind that there is little or no assurance with altcoins to some extent. Many of them
may show up here today and disappear tomorrow. There are currently over a thousand
cryptocurrencies vying for your attention. Before purchasing any altcoin, you must be confident
that you are prepared to face the challenges ahead.
4. Why Are You Putting Money Into It?
As a potential investor, you should ask yourself this question. So, what exactly do you have in mind?
Are you seeking a quick way to get rich, or do you have a long-term strategy in mind?
If you fall into the first category, you should look for other ways to invest your money. It’s because
most cryptocurrencies take a long time to gain traction in preparation for a pump.

Are Altcoins Good Investments?
Altcoins are a substitute for Bitcoin as everyone cannot afford to buy BTC.

Cryptocurrency trading is similar to stock trading in the way that a well-diversified
portfolio always wins. That means that even if Bitcoin suffers a setback, the risks and
rewards can be balanced by others.
Altcoins are steadily catching up with the latest market action and provide one the
chance to be a part of this movement. The crypto space should be open for all, not just
Bitcoin holders.
Altcoins are smart investments since their potential returns are better than the
standard equities and bonds. However, like with any investment, you must understand
all aspects of your investment before deciding if it is good for you. If you determine that
investing in altcoins is correct for you, make sure you do your research on anything
you’ll be investing in.

What is the Altcoin season?
Altcoin season, also known as Alt season, is a type of cryptocurrency market cycle in which altcoin
values climb rapidly. This price shift can occur with or without the effect of Bitcoin’s dollar value.
During this market time, the price success of altcoins frequently exceeds that of Bitcoin. As a result,
altcoin prices are usually either stable or very slow-moving. However, now and then, the value of all
altcoins might skyrocket in seconds.

Conclusion
A diversified portfolio always wins. If you’re someone that knows and understands cryptocurrencies
and parts a “piece of the pie”, altcoins are the perfect way to go, especially to buy assets for a
reasonable amount. Do your research on the coin and seek out the views of popular analysts in order
to make a well-thought-out decision.

Understand Blockchain !
Technology is devoted to creating tools and process actions; the beauty is that it only improves with
time.
In this article, we focus on the future of Blockchain technology and its importance in the digital
world. Bitcoin and Crypto are buzzwords that we have heard repeatedly over the last few years.
While not everyone may wish to participate in it actively, it’s essential to be aware of the technology
behind it.
That’s precisely what Coinpedia is going to help you with.
Read on as we dive into the basics of Blockchain Technology for a crystal clear understanding.

Removing The Middle Man
Booming industries like Fintech, Real estate, supply chain management, healthcare, advertising, and
many more are all on the same boat, fighting to stay afloat as they tackle burdens of cost, speed,
visibility, customer needs, security, and payment methods.
The all-in-one solution for this is Blockchain technology.
Previously, there has always been a middle man between sender and receiver, which allowed the
mediator to misguide the customers and charge more fees than required. Blockchain removes the
need for mediators, and the transactions are carried out directly by the sender and receiver. It also
tackles the issues of slow transactions, data privacy, money laundering, and data manipulation.
So, what exactly is this technology that acts as a knight in shining armor? How does it work? Read on.

How Does The Blockchain Work?

Blockchain is an emerging technology that is simply a decentralized and distributed secure database.
This consists of a string of blocks, where each block consists of recorded data and a unique
identifier called the hash.
Blocks store data depending upon its individual Blockchain technology

•
•
•
•
•
•

Whenever the transaction is requested, the block is created to represent the transaction. This
block is sent to every node(miner) in the distributed network
The nodes play a vital role in validating the block where the nodes have to compare this block’s
hash with the block of the previous hash
The first block is exceptional; its hash is known as the Genesis Block
If someone tries to tamper with any block, it, in turn, tampers and messes up with hash. The miners
trace this block, and hence it is rejected
The security in the blockchain comes with Proof-of-Work(PoW) and hashing mechanisms. Each node
verifies the block and ensures the block isn’t tampered with, and adds up this block to their own
blockchain known as PoW
The nodes are awarded the Mining Reward for Proof-of-work, and hence the transaction is
completed

Let’s consider the real-life examples of Blockchain
Undeniably “Bitcoin” is the greatest and first example to be considered in the world
of cryptocurrency and blockchain acceptance.
However, there are other examples and success stories. Propy, a real estate company, supply
chains IBM and Walmart, healthcare projects like MedRec, Mobile Payment such as Ripple, Digital
currency Group helping in Amazon web services, and many more have accepted the blockchain
technology for its fast and secured performance.
Blockchain Terminologies
• Node: It is any computer that takes part in the blockchain network. The nodes are connected to
other nodes directly or indirectly. Every node on the network has a copy of all the transactions
or operations.
• Address: An address is a string of alphanumeric characters which is used as the identifier to send
and receive cryptocurrency transactions. For example, the Wallet address can
be K1Uf232Y5ggMLKC7z9AQrGgX9Z5VJOKj5GfS66sfc6Y57ki8
• Block: A block stores data of every transaction and holds the unique hash key and the hash key of
the previous block. Consequently, storing the hash of the previous block connects two blocks,
and the chain of blocks is created, known as a “blockchain.”
• Block Height: After the first block known as the Genesis block is created, the process of adding
blocks keeps going. Therefore, block height is a number showing the level of blocks present in the
blockchain.
• Hash: Hash is the function that takes an input of any length, be it numbers or alphabets. It
transforms and produces the output of fixed length. This fixed length is called a hash and cannot
be easily tampered with.
• Distributed Ledger: It is a digital ledger and stores transaction history in an organized manner.
Hence, all the nodes in the network can have a copy of the ledger; hence the name Distributed
ledger.
• Decentralized: One of the most important terms in blockchain technology, decentralized means
giving the control of authority to not one but is distributed among the nodes. The decision-making
power purely depends on the distributed network.
• Peer-to-Peer(P2P): The interaction happens between the connected nodes(computers) as every node
is connected with other nodes. P2P is a network where two or more nodes share data.
• Cryptocurrency: It is a virtual/digital currency regulated and transacted on the blockchain
network. As the name suggests, crypto+currency is secured by cryptography and encryption
techniques. The value of this currency depends upon the demand and supply changes.
• Mining: The process of generating new blocks by solving complex mathematical problems done by
the miners. The validated blocks are given to the blockchain.
• Bitcoin: It is the first cryptocurrency that is used as peer-to-peer technology for instant payments.
The native token is known as BTC.
• Consensus: It means the majority of nodes agree upon one change to be carried out and a shared
state of the ledger. There are different types of consensus consisting of:
1. Proof-of-Work,
2. Proof-of-Stake,
3. Proof-of-Capacity

4. Proof Of Authority
5. Proof of History
6. Paxos and many more
•
•

Smart Contract: Smart Contracts are small scripts written on solidity programming language.
These are predefined, self-executing algorithms used in the blockchain.
Transaction: It is the exchange of digital assets such as bitcoin between two parties on the
blockchain technology.

History of Blockchain
The history of Blockchain dates back to the year 1991, when researchers Stuart Haber and W. Scott
Stornetta proposed a solution for time-stamping digital documents, which was used to prevent
tampering with the documents.
Later in 1992, Merkle trees, a hash tree of data structure, was used for data verification and
synchronization. This was developed on the system proposed by Stuart Haber and W. Scott Stornetta.
So it was more like upgrading the system.
After 11 years of silence, in 2004, cryptographic activist Hal Finney introduced a system called
the Reusable Proof-of-Work(RPoW). The RPoW worked on receiving a non-exchangeable hashcashbased PoW, in return creating an RSA-signed token. This could be transferred from person to person.

This was the background behind the ‘Blockchain Bubble’

After a financial Crash in 2008, in late 2009, a group of people or an individual by the name of Satoshi
Nakamoto published a white paper on how to get rid of old systems. It is the concept of distributed
ledger and virtual currency built on Blockchain.
Here’s a glimpse of the first transactions made.
Later, in 2010 10,000 BTC were purchased for the first time. 2010-2013 the transactions of virtual
currency took the technology forward.
Different types of blockchain
There are four different types of Blockchain
•
•
•
•
1.

Private
Public
Hybrid
Federated or Consortium
Private Blockchain: As the name suggests, it provides users with the desired privacy. It includes
the consensus and is run by a single organization. This blockchain is partially decentralized, and
participants are allowed only with an invitation. The closed sort of network facilitates faster
transactions and has full transparency.
2.
Public Blockchain: It is a permissionless, open-source network. It is freely accessible to anyone
on the network without any authorization. The Blockchain here is wholly decentralized and
facilitates full transparency of the transactions made. It also slows down the transaction using the
consensus.
Proof-of-Work or Proof-of-Stake for security and validated transactions. The best example to be
given is Bitcoin Public Blockchain.
3. Hybrid Blockchain: It is the combination of both private and public blockchain. The organization
needs to have a permissioned system alongside permissionless public systems.
• Here the transactions are not accessible to everyone in the network
• It can be made public for verification purposes.
• It is mainly owned by single organizations and cannot be manipulated by the same.
4.
Consortium or Federated Blockchain: It is a blockchain consisting of a cluster of multiple
private chains but managed by multiple organizations. It is also known as a federated blockchain and
is more decentralized as the authority is shared among the organization.
• It is a permissioned blockchain and enjoys a lot more Security and Speed
• Each organization forma a stakeholder alliance to maintain the healthy operation of the
Blockchain

Coin name

:

DRONS COIN

Total supply

: 7860 cr. (786000000000)

Smart contract

Address

: 0xf1e27b08f2ec68c7d841a6fc85ca0b2793d8f3b1

DRONSCOIN distribution
ENTITY

TOKEN QUANTITYPERCENTAGE

FOUNDERS

3144 CR

40%

MARKETING AND

786 CR

10%

PROMOTION

REMARKS

LOCKUP PERIOD fOR fIVE
YEAR
PERIOD fROM 6 MONTHS TO 12
MONTHS

786 CR

10%

LOCKUP PERIOD fROM
2 YEAR

1572 CR

20%

LOCKUP PERIOD fOR 3 YEAR

PUBLIC EXCHANGE 1572 CR

20%

7860 CR

100%

ADVISORS &
PARTNERSHIPS
CONTRIBUTORS

TOTAL

FOR PUBLIC SALE ON
EXCHANGE

Technology Revolution in The Crypto World

(Dynamic Blockchain Technology)

Roadmap 2022-2025
Q1- 2023
Q1- 2022

DRONSCOIN Group
DRONS PAY COIN

Coins Distribution

ANNOUSED AS FORK

DRONS COIN
LIVE TRADING ON
VINDAX.COM
SWAPPING ON
PANCAKE SWAP
WITH (USDT)

HOLDER OF
DRONSCOIN

Q3- 2023
Listing Coins

Multiple Exchanges Listing
• DRONCOIN
• DRONSPAY
• ON
• P2PB2B AND
• BITTREX,OK EXC
•
•

Q4- 2023
DRONS Exchange

Q1- 2025
Quick & Easy Trade
Listing other Coins
DRONS POS
DRONSBANK COIN
ANNOUSED FORK
TO HOLDER OF
DRONSCOIN

Q1- 2024
DRONSCOIN
ECOMMERCE

BOOK

DRON FLY
CAB BY DRONSCOIN

DRONSCOIN Social Trading
DRONS COIN Remittance
DRONSCOIN Lending

DRONSCOIN Trade
Finance
DRONS COIN
DRONSWALLET COIN
FORK HOLDER OF
DRONSCOIN

CONTACT US

Dronscoin group LLC Dubai.

Address:
Emirates Towers Sheikh Zayed Road Dubai UAE.

E M A I L : Info@dronscoin.com

Website :Dronscoin.com
Dronswallet.com
Dronspay.com
Dronsbank.com

